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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 07/31/2022

Description Used 2022 CrossRoads RV Sunset Trail SS285CK CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO TOUR  
CrossRoads Sunset Trail travel trailer SS285CK highlights: Dual Opposing Slides
King Bed Rear Kitchen XL Booth Dinette Outside Kitchen Kitchen Island   What
could be more comfortable than a king bed, dual opposing slides for added
space, plus an exterior camp kitchen? You will get all that and more when you
choose this spacious travel trailer. The chef of the family will love the kitchen
island for added space to cook and clean up, and there is plenty of rear counter
space to set out fresh fruits and veggies. The tri-fold sofa sits directly across
from the fireplace for a cozy evening indoors, and if you're not needing the extra
sleeping space you can choose the optional theater seating in place of the tri-fold
sofa. You will truly feel at home in the front private bedroom that includes a king
bed, dual wardrobes, plus a third wardrobe in the closet. There is even a pet
station that will make camping with your dog easier than ever!   With any Sunset
Trail travel trailer by CrossRoads RV, the interior offers a stainless steel
farmhouse single bowl sink with a cover, solid surface countertops in the kitchen,
a 12 volt refrigerator, USB ports in the bedroom and main area, and a Connexx
entertainment TV with soundbar for inside enjoyment. Also included is the
Extreme Weather package with maximum insulation with reflective foil, a 30,000
BTU furnace, and a 2" heat duct in the enclosed underbelly for four seasons of
traveling. And the Blade Air system offers 20% more airflow and re-engineered
components on the A/C.  The HyperDeck flooring is water resistant, fiberglass
reinforced and has polypropylene layers. Make your lightweight and comfortable
RV decision today!   Front Bedroom|Outdoor Kitchen|Rear Kitchen|Kitchen Island
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2022 Sunset Trail SS285CK $51,964
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 14460-098
VIN Number: crabtreerv-14460-098
Length: 389
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 2

Item address 400 Heather Lane, 72921, Alma, Arkansas, United States
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